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These Fill-in-the-blank vocabulary activities include vocabulary games and word puzzles
with a vocabulary list. They are part of one to eight free online word games.

The vocabulary word puzzles contain Latin word roots, definitions and parts of speech.
Refer to the Word List in the header to see the complete vocabulary list for this topic.
Email your answers to friends, family, teachers and classmates.
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1) ACT Test #1 Fill-in-the-Blanks -- myvocabulary.com

Directions: Choose an ACT test vocabulary word to answer each fill-in-the-blanks. The ACT
vocabulary word list contains the correct answers. When you hit Submit, you will get
the correct ACT test fill-in-the-blanks answer, a sentence and a percentage score.

 

Clue: The ACT test vocabulary word list contains the correct answers for 12 questions.
Myvocabulary.com will also provide ACT test Word Search and ACT test Crossword
word games in addition to this ACT test fill-in-the-blank activity. 
You have permission to make a copy of the ACT test word puzzle for further
vocabulary study at home or in classes.

 

Vocabulary

Word List:

ACT vocabulary list:
abject, appendicitis, eclectic, electorate, impending, interjection, pendulous,
predilection, projectile, propensity, sacrilege, trajectory

ACT Test #1 Fill-in-the-Blanks -- myvocabulary.com

1)  Does Ellen know that the SKUD missle looks like a  of light as it ascends

from the horizon?

2)  Holly made an  when she stopped talking and said - Wow! Look at that fish!

3)  Brian drew a copy of the  of a rocket as it tilted up and over the Atlantic

Ocean.

4)  Children and adults in the impoverished nation face  poverty, a lack of food,

inadequate sewers and no electric power.

5)  Candidates encourage the properly registered  to actually go to the polls to

vote.

6)  Connie has a genuine  for chocolate ice cream but enjoys most other favors.
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7)  Hank possesses an  collection of CDs because his tastes involve musical

diversity.

8)  George values his American citizenship and was outraged to see a  , a

repulsive act by a mob who burned a flag of the United States.

9)  Forecasters warned citizens of the  hurricane that had developed winds of 75

miles an hour.

10)  Brian noticed that several monkeys at the zoo had  amounts of skin and hair

that hung from their chests.

11)  Karen has an unfortunate   to blurt out her opinions without considering the

effect of her comments.

12)  The doctor diagnosed that Laura had  and that the extreme pain on her right

side was a typical symptom.
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